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Claas Reiss presents ‘Seeds, Voids, and Tailored Cloth’, a group show featuring new
works by Daniel Graham Loxton, Jens Fröberg and Matthew Peers, as part of the
gallery’s residency at Conceptual Fine Arts (CFA) in Milan, Italy
***
The exhibition is accompanied by an exhibition text by Sofia Silva, a Padua, Italy based artist and writer (for
the full version of the exhibition text please visit www.claasreiss.com or click here):
‘… The three artists together present an exhibition that deals with the various stages of reiﬁcation of the
image: the material immanent in the image (Jens), that which is assembled into the work as ready-made
(Daniel), and that which is transﬁgured from one material to another (Matthew). The protagonist of this
translation is not an object of mass consumption, nor an idol, as in the kind of contemporary art we are more
and more accustomed to; it is, rather, a scrap of cloth, a piece of cardboard, a small thing. The materiality of
the cardboard is especially present; appreciated by both Daniel and Matthew, it is a symbol of protection,
but in the current world of home delivery, it also stands for facilitation, globalisation, and travel. On the
other hand, Jens and Daniel join in making art that originates from art. When compared to the choice of
using newspaper mounted on linen canvas, Daniel refers to the invention of this technique by the New York
School: ‘Simply put, I’m a New York painter, why not start where they did?’ This ‘they’, which evokes the
phantasmic and phantasmagoric presence of the painters who preceded the present discourse, is relevant
insofar as it implies a dialogue. Painting is often mistakenly considered the most solitary of the artistic
mediums; it is a constant dialogue instead. There is no painting without a dialectic between one painter
and another, contemporary or not. Painting is a group sport. Moreover, the importance of the process with
respect to the outcome is a non-negligible feature uniting these artists. Jens says he experiences a state that
is both ‘frustrating and exciting’ while painting. ‘It is never a painful process. I don’t agonise over them,
even the ones that take a long time’ says Daniel about his works. For Matthew, the process begins at the
train station, even before entering the foundry: ‘I work with non art based technicians in a small commercial
foundry in west Sussex. I see this social and democratic dialogue as part of the sculptural act, along with
the walk to and from the train station to the foundry. The ﬁnal sculpture is embodied with collaboration, the
distance traveled and the thoughts and feelings that have been had along the way.’ As if trying to solve a
difﬁcult but compelling puzzle, the three artists study the possibilities inherent in images, poor and worn out
materials, continuing the imperishable game of walking the paths - those that are less glossy and richer in
weeds - of visual language.’’
(Soﬁa Silva, October 2022)

Daniel Graham Loxton (born 1987 in USA) graduated with a BFA in Film & Video from the School
of Visual Arts (NYC) in 2009. He has shown widely in New York at JDJ Projects, 57W57 Arts, and Wild
Embeddings, among others. In spring 2021 Loxton had a solo show ‘Pillow for Dürer’ at Jir Sandel in
Copenhagen, Denmark, that included a book of drawings with introduction by Los Angeles-based curator
Chris Sharp. He is also a co-founder of Ufﬁzi, a project space in New York, and has regularly curated
exhibitions around the US. ‘The Patron Saint of Turning’ at Projektraum London was Loxton’s ﬁrst show in the
UK and Art Brussels 2022 represented the second cooperation of the artist with the gallery. In mid 2022
Loxton was included in a group show at Chris Sharp Gallery in Los Angeles, USA, presenting a survey of
small paintings of 30 artists titled ‘A Minor Constellation’. ’Seeds, Voids, and Tailored Cloth’ is Loxton’ third
cooperation with the gallery. Loxton lives and works in Cold Spring, NY, USA.
Jens Fröberg (born 1983 in Malmö, Sweden) graduated from Valand Konsthögskola Göteborg,
Sweden, in 2009 and Akademie der bildenden Künste Vienna, Austria, in 2017 where he is was awarded
the Akademiefreundespreis. He had various solo exhibitions in his native Sweden, including Konstnärshuset
in Stockholm, Galleri Rostrum in Malmö and Ahlbergshallen in Östersund, and in 2021 a duo presentation
with Lazar Lyutakov at Simian, an independent exhibition space for experimental contemporary art
located in Ørestad, Copenhagen. In early 2022 he was subject of an institutional solo show at the MUSA
Startgalerie of Wien Museum in Vienna. ‘Alte Freunde, neue Freunde’ at Claas Reiss in late 2021 was his
ﬁrst exhibition in the UK and ’Seeds, Voids, and Tailored Cloth’ his second cooperation with the gallery.
Fröberg lives and works in Malmö and Vienna.
Matthew Peers (born 1991 in UK) graduated with BA Fine Arts from Slade School of Fine Arts, London, in
2014 and Royal Academy Schools, London, in 2022. Selected solo or duo exhibitions include Lady Helen,
Berlin (2021), Galeria Wschód, Warsaw (2021) and SpazioA, Pistoia (2018), and group shows at Union
Paciﬁc (2021), Ginny on Frederick (2020), De Ateliers (2017), Tate St Ives (2017) and Rob Tufnell (2015).
Peers has been awarded the Gilbert Bayes Charity Sculpture and Patricia Turner Awards. ’Seeds, Voids,
and Tailored Cloth’ is Peers’ ﬁrst cooperation with the gallery. Peers lives and works in London, UK
.
***
Opening hours during the exhibition are Monday to Friday 3pm to 7pm and by appointment (including
Saturday). For appointments please email info@claasreiss.com or call +44 7769 566 922 (Claas Reiss),
alternatively eleonora@conceptualﬁnearts.com.
Conceptual Fine Arts (CFA) is a highly regarded art writing platform based in Milan, Italy (www.
conceptualﬁnearts.com/cfa or @conceptual_ﬁne_arts). CFA also operates CFAlive, a curated invitation
only gallery residency programme hosting galleries from outside Italy at its exhibition space at via Rossini 3
where previously hosted galleries Gregor Staiger (Zurich) and Ciaccia Levi (Paris) have recently established
a permanent presence, creating a small gallery hub. Further information on the programme and previously
hosted galleries can be found on www.conceptualﬁnearts.com/cfa/live.
During the period of the exhibition in Milan we will be hosting piloto pardo (www.pilotopardo.com or
__pilotopardo) at our location in London. piloto pardo is an emerging art space founded by Philippa zu
Knyphausen in 2021 in Bethnal Green, London, with a programme focused on emerging artists from Chile
and the world. More details to follow.
Claas Reiss is a contemporary art gallery opened in October 2020 with over 1,250 sqf exhibition space in
a central London location. The gallery was established with the aim of developing a high quality programme
dedicated to ’new voices’ in international contemporary painting. Claas Reiss is also the initiator of
‘Projektraum London’, a project space situated on the lower level of the gallery. For more information please
visit www.claasreiss.com or @claasreiss.

Claas Reiss presents ‘Seeds, Voids, and Tailored Cloth’ as part of
the gallery’s residency at Conceptual Fine Arts (CFA) in Milan, Italy
in 2022 with an exhibition text by Sofia Silva
‘Seeds, Voids, and Tailored Cloth
The pieces on show are somewhat small, scruffy even. The American Daniel Graham Loxton, the British
Matthew Peers, and the Swedish Jens Fröberg, three artists assembled by the London based gallerist Claas
Reiss for his gallery residency at CFA in via rossini 3, bring to Milan an exhibition of vies minuscules and
material events; its title: Seeds, Voids, and Tailored Cloth. I’ll begin by describing what I see and feel in
front of past and recent works by each of the three artists, analysing them individually, and casting distinct
feelings.
Looking at Jens’s works
The underlying frame appears from the frayed edge of a canvas. As a broken wave, the grey-green
badly covers the olive green. On another surface, convulsive and translucent brushstrokes seem to paint a
romantic sky, yet they are centripetal, closed, and filling. Three areas of colours taken from Chardin stand
silently on a small canvas; they cancel each other out, creating no spatiality, catching the last rays of a milky
star. Elsewhere, a rectangle holds a white square, projecting a rosy shadow that evokes Morandi’s meridian
stillness and the starched fabric covering a liturgical chalice. Wherever you look, the image is trapped in
heavy layers of matter, emphasising its immanence and finitude. Jens says: ‘Ideas come to me while seeing,
reading and thinking about art. The works deal with art movements such as minimalism and colour field
painting, and occasionally refer to more specific works; the compositions are often alterations of things I
have seen. It can be details from film scenes, artworks, architecture, or nature. In a sense this is research,
although it’s not actively searched for, but rather it arises by itself.’ The emerging slowness of the image is
silent, heavy; it finds its semantic contours at the last minute, just before Jens cleans the brush.
Looking at Daniel’s work
I gaze across a painting divided into three imperceptible areas, flecked with colours that evoke a landscape,
or perhaps a topographical design. Certain areas are lyrical, others graphic. My mind sweeps through
distant views: the implosion of Graham Sutherland; or the explosion of Carol Rhodes. In another painting,
some parallel, flexed signs evoke blades of grass, traced like calligraphic gestures. They are painted on a
convulsive white background reminiscent of stucco festoons. Elsewhere, layers of corrugated cardboard
and discarded leather are glued on the canvas. Daniel doesn’t try to limit or censor his penchant for metapainting. He told me we had a mutual friend, the painter Lawrence Carroll, and that he read a past text
of mine in which I wrote that Lawrence was more fond of the paint-stained materials scattered around the
studio than the canvas itself. Perhaps it also applies to Daniel. Other artists, like Walter Swennen and Jef
Geys come to mind, but Daniel does not do painting about painting; he paints as if he were holding a
notebook of painter’s notes on painting–the works themselves becoming notebooks in a continuum - an
edition within a massive library. The writer, Slavist and horticulturist Pia Pera wrote: ‘A garden might be like
a canvas on which to paint, but a kitchen garden is like a folio divided into four sections, themselves divided
into four parts that are soon thought of as pages with rows, lines, syntax, punctuation, and paragraphs.’
The Hortus is fenced–Daniel’s paintings are also kitchen gardens: luxuriant pages of enclosed annotations.
Daniel says: ‘I tend to work in constellations as opposed to series–a constellation being a group of works
without a common impetus and having a vantage point that is unfixed. Often, only in hindsight, even for
me, does the image of the constellation emerge. I prefer the scope of my work to bleed out over the edges
of the gallery walls and into future and past bodies of work, as if one could zoom out far enough someday
to see the contours of a larger cerebral space in which all of my works exist.’.

Looking at Matthew’s works
Matthew’s works remind me of those by Melotti in the early 1960s, the years of Il Canal Grande (1963),
or the small architectures by the ceramist Franz Josef Altenburg. He scales dwellings down, evoking a
sense of intimacy and domesticity, even of limitations. Getting acquainted with his art, I linger at his threedimensional pieces, which trade the materiality of worn-out cardboard for sand cast aluminium. Matthew
says: ‘The ongoing series of works holes uses found cardboard as a starting point. This ‘poor’ material
has already had a life, a use value. A history of travel, distribution, of being handled, held, touched and
marked.’ holes: are they boxes, theatres without a show, cages, intersecting planes of a painting or a
sculpture? I am reminded of Joseph Cornell and his carillon-box Shoot the Chutes (1941), where the
circular openings suggest the eyepiece of a telescope, or the mirror of a kaleidoscope with the related
chain of visual stories articulated in the entrelacement. With Cornell, every opening implies concealment,
a look into multiple peepholes, a creator of rebus. Matthew sidesteps the narrative: The circular shape is
a simple hole, an opening that allows you to visually penetrate the surfaces of the composition. The play
of holes on painted surfaces enhances the three-dimensionality. ‘The joy of putting things together, matter
that touches matter, matter that touches thought, thought that touches thought, thought that touches matter,’
writes Matthew. Each work is a visual and material transcription of a ‘doing’ whose meaning is almost
tautological: the action itself of doing, which has a duration and is influenced by a feeling arisen from a
collaboration with a craftsman– ‘to do’, a verb that is also a segment of life. As if they were fossils of what is
lost, the pieces track down the material on the way it was experienced and altered by the artist, as if it was
part of the Chinese Tangram puzzles.
Grouped together
The three artists together present an exhibition that deals with the various stages of reification of the image:
the material immanent in the image (Jens), that which is assembled into the work as ready-made (Daniel),
and that which is transfigured from one material to another (Matthew). The protagonist of this translation
is not an object of mass consumption, nor an idol, as in the kind of contemporary art we are more and
more accustomed to; it is, rather, a scrap of cloth, a piece of cardboard, a small thing. The materiality of
the cardboard is especially present; appreciated by both Daniel and Matthew, it is a symbol of protection,
but in the current world of home delivery, it also stands for facilitation, globalisation, and travel. On the
other hand, Jens and Daniel join in making art that originates from art. When compared to the choice of
using newspaper mounted on linen canvas, Daniel refers to the invention of this technique by the New York
School: ‘Simply put, I’m a New York painter, why not start where they did?’ This ‘they’, which evokes the
phantasmic and phantasmagoric presence of the painters who preceded the present discourse, is relevant
insofar as it implies a dialogue. Painting is often mistakenly considered the most solitary of the artistic
mediums; it is a constant dialogue instead. There is no painting without a dialectic between one painter
and another, contemporary or not. Painting is a group sport. Moreover, the importance of the process with
respect to the outcome is a non-negligible feature uniting these artists. Jens says he experiences a state that
is both ‘frustrating and exciting’ while painting. ‘It is never a painful process. I don’t agonise over them,
even the ones that take a long time’ says Daniel about his works. For Matthew, the process begins at the
train station, even before entering the foundry: ‘I work with non art based technicians in a small commercial
foundry in west Sussex. I see this social and democratic dialogue as part of the sculptural act, along with
the walk to and from the train station to the foundry. The final sculpture is embodied with collaboration, the
distance traveled and the thoughts and feelings that have been had along the way.’ As if trying to solve a
difficult but compelling puzzle, the three artists study the possibilities inherent in images, poor and worn out
materials, continuing the imperishable game of walking the paths - those that are less glossy and richer in
weeds - of visual language.’
Sofia Silva, October 2022. Silva is a Padua, Italy based artist and writer.

Claas Reiss speaks with Conceptual Fine Arts (CFA) ahead of its
group exhibition ‘Seeds, Voids, and Tailored Cloth’ as part of the
gallery’s residency at CFA in Milan, Italy
‘New voices in painting: an interview with gallerist Claas Reiss’
Leaving the world of finance, Claas Reiss has opened a gallery in London focusing on what he dubs “new
voices” in international painting. For Claas Reiss, moving from the world of finance to that of contemporary
art was a matter of priorities. His love for art, cultivated since childhood, was fundamental to take the plunge;
passion is what ultimately could prompt a shift. His gallery opened in London in 2020, a short time before
the pandemic imposed the closure of spaces for art. Irony of fate? Only time will tell. Meanwhile, Reiss has
become a curious and motivated gallery owner focusing on young painters, with whom he believes a longterm relationship is necessary. He will soon announce the artists he wants to represents.
How did you come to the decision to become a gallerist specialised in emerging artists?
It has been the result of a long journey. I was exposed to art early on, from visiting watercolour evening
courses at art colleges in Germany as a teenager, to my mother being an artist. My uncle in Switzerland
still practices as an artist in his early 80s. When I moved to London some 22 years ago I started collecting
works of emerging artists with a small budget and also started taking evening oil painting lessons at two art
colleges. Over time, art absorbed and took over my life. It felt like a natural choice for me to not only paint,
visit artists, collect paintings and go to galleries and museums, but also to open a gallery as a platform for
artists to show their work and to build a community around the gallery programme. From 2018, I started
working on developing a programme focused on “new voices” in international contemporary painting in
a primary market capacity.
During the last edition of Art Brussels, you mentioned another detail about the decision making
process that helped your choice.
There have been many small elements and catalysts that helped drive my decision making process but you
are probably referring to my father passing away in early 2018 after a long and fulfilling professional life. I
remember looking at him on his deathbed, thinking “life is too short for compromises and I should follow my
passion.” It was clear after this moment that I would move ahead and do what I felt is right for me.
Given that London hasn’t proved to be the most fertile ground for emerging artists in recent times,
why did you decide to open here?
Perhaps I should start saying that I absolutely believe in traditional bricks-and-mortar. Online can at best
support the efforts of a gallery in my view. Fairs like Liste Basel or Paris Internationale and gallery hosting
initiatives can give an international exposure. Participating at Art Brussels’ Discovery section in April 2022
after less than a year of programming was a great experience and has led to a wider audience. Keeping
costs low is another important consideration to make a programme focused on “new voices” sustainable
in my view.
London remains an important global hub for art production and distribution. It has globally recognised
art schools and artistic as well as curatorial talent. There are universities like Slade, Goldsmiths or RCA just
to name a few, in addition to a number of global institutions and a growing supporter base. On the other
hand, it is a very competitive market place with hundreds of galleries and project spaces; numbers are
growing weekly, in particular in 2022 in a post Covid environment. It is very inspiring to be a part of such
a dynamic and fast changing community.

On a more pragmatic basis, my family is happy in London. My wife’s job helps to pay our bills and my
two kids were born and raised here. Funnily enough, years ago I had also been given advice by one of
London’s veteran gallerists to open a gallery in Brussels or Cologne instead of in London post Brexit but I
didn’t listen. Still, these two locations could be of interest to me for a second space, either on my own or via
sharing initiatives with like minded gallerists, like Maison De Rendez Vous or Echo have done in Brussels
and Cologne respectively.
Where is the gallery located?
The gallery is based in central London in the Regent’s Park Estate, an area of brutalist style, postwar highrise council housing just north of Fitzrovia across Euston Road, a 5-minute walk from Frieze London and the
sculpture park in Regent’s Park, and 5 tube lines all in 5-10 minutes walking distance. Fitzrovia increasingly
has developed into the gallery hub for smaller London galleries while being nearby the established
galleries, institutions and museums. It was important to me to be central and accessible while keeping costs
low so that I can focus on my programme and show what it is important to me.
The gallery has 1,250 square feet, occupies the ground floor and lower level of a former newsagent retail
unit and feels open and bright, with a full wall of glass facing the street. Many visitors have commented in
the past that the gallery and the neighbourhood have a “European” feel, sometimes it reminds me of a mini
version of Capitain Petzel in East Berlin.
Where are you originally from?
I’m from Germany, from which I moved to London some 22 years ago. Part of my family is from Hamburg,
but I grew up in the South West of Germany, close to the French border.
Do you have a mid term plan?
I don’t have a defined mid term plan but have certain aspirations while staying focused on “new voices” in
international contemporary painting.
I will announce my first artist representations in the very near future. My key aspiration is to build a community
of artists around my programme and offer the artists I work with a growing set of opportunities. Taking part
in fairs is an example, or the upcoming gallery residency at CFA in Milan. I also have an eye on and open
ear for hosting and sharing initiatives and will host Philippa zu Knyphausen’s piloto pardo at the gallery in
London during the period while I am in Milan. Opening a second space in Brussels is a possibility to give
my artists exposure to the Belgian collecting community. At the same time I am conscious of the time and
resources necessary to make growth sustainable for a one-man show like I am at the moment.
Could you elaborate on your decision to focus on painting?
Simply put, it is where my passion lies: I paint myself, I have collected paintings for over 20 years, have
seen many painting shows and my eye is settled to be confident in my choices, focusing on quality without
chasing trends. My reaction to paintings can be physical and, in the extreme, feels like gasping for air or
pressure in my chest. Mostly I have this reaction for works where the process of painting and its materiality
is visible. I also increasingly enjoy conceptual work which employs painting or draftsmanship as a tool.
Are you also interested in the secondary market?
No, I am not, though I am conscious of the fact that the role of a gallerist may also include supporting the
artists when they become part of the secondary market and its dynamics. At this stage I don’t really follow
the secondary market and it is not a consideration when developing my programme.

How is your gallery set up?
As mentioned, the space has two levels. The ground floor is focused on the “Claas Reiss” gallery
programme with 6-8 shows per year, mainly solo presentations of artists I wish to work with longer term.
The lower ground floor level is where I make shows under “Projektraum London”, independent from the
gallery programme and showing artists with no to limited exhibition history or those who at this stage
have less appetite to work within the framework of a commercial gallery. I also often feel free from the
constraints of running a gallery and more experimental. At the same time it enriches my programme and
the link to my gallery programme is closer than I initially expected. For example Dan Loxton had a solo
show in Projektraum London in 2021, after which I invited him to do a duo presentation at Art Brussels 2022
Discovery section earlier this year. Now he is included in the group show at CFA. In 2023 he will have a
solo show at Claas Reiss. Another example of the flexibility Projektraum London offers beyond the gallery
programme is that I currently host Goldsmiths’ MFA Curating class whereby the space is made available to
the winning proposal of student curators.
On a geographic level, is there any region that you would like to explore more in depth?
The focus of my programme is on “new voices” in international contemporary painting and not focused on
the UK only. There are already many great galleries in London supporting local artists. Up to now I have
shown 16 artists from 12 different countries. For London-based artists I have so far focused on artists with
little exhibition history. My second show was with James Collins, who graduated from Wimbledon and
Royal College of Art a few years ago but hadn’t been shown in the UK since then; I offered him his first ever
solo show. Dan Linden graduated from Slade two months before his solo show at the gallery; in early 2023
I will show two recent graduates from RCA and RA Schools respectively. At the same time I have organised
an exhibition with Ansel Krut earlier this year with an interesting thematic approach, showing his works in
conjunction with his own collection of works swapped with artist friends or family members – Ansel worked
with Modern Art and Marlborough New York for many years and is a hero in young London painter circles.
What is your approach when it comes to choosing an artist to work with?
I need to have an emotional relationship to an artist’s work to start with, the “gasping for air” feeling
described earlier.
The artist community around the gallery aspect is important to me, we share aesthetic sensibilities and artists
I work with suggest other artists they know, love, and introduce to the gallery programme. For example Sara
Rossi introduced me to Michel Gomm, or Dan Loxton introduced me to Magnus Frederik Clausen, whose
solo presentation will be on view during Frieze London 2022 later in October. In early 2023 I will show a
NYC based painter who was a fellow student at the Hunter MFA course with Jule Korneffel and Dan Linden
some time ago.
What kind of relationship do you prefer to have with the artists?
It varies from artist to artist. With some I have daily or almost daily exchanges, with others less, but we are
still connected in particular in the social media age.
As an emerging gallerist, do you see your age a weakness or a strength?
It is probably a bit of both. As a gallerist in his mid 50s and focusing on “new voices”, I may not have
the same access to all circles in the art community. Many great gallerists started showing their peer artists
friends when they opened.

At the same time I have a settled eye and am confident in my choices to not chase trends. I also often collect
works of the artists I work with, providing additional support beyond my own shows, offering advice on their
career. I also have an extensive network of gallery contacts I have developed over the years. Ultimately I
share the passion for and love of painting with my artists. The feedback from the artists I visit is often that I am
truly interested in the work, and art in general, which surprisingly doesn’t seem to be the norm.
How would you position yourself as a gallerist and who are your role models?
There is one aspect of being a gallerist that I didn’t expect in the beginning – as a hobby painter you
look at and admire craftsmanship of works of fellow painters. As a collector, the number one question for
me is whether I would like to look at the work every day. As a gallerist, however, there is a different set of
challenges and the universe of artists under consideration for a gallery programme is different and much
smaller.
In response to your question about my role models, generally I don’t wish to model my gallery on anybody
else’s and stay authentic to my mission. I see my role as a gallerist, not just an art dealer, and am interested
in long term relationships.
However, the type of gallerist that resonates most with me is Betty Parsons, a collector, painter and gallerist,
all at the same time. I like Michael Werner for its conservative focus on quality beyond current trends
and, of the more contemporary peers, Michael Callies of dépendance in Brussels who built an impressive
programme of artists like Michael Krebber, Michaela Eichwald, Richard Aldrich or Henrik Olesen while
being successfully exposed to the more commercial aspects of the art market.
Where would you say contemporary art is today?
At this point in time I am very focused on the gallery and developing its programme, and less the things
I can’t change anyway. But perhaps I can share an anecdote. I opened the gallery on 4 November
2020 with a solo presentation of New York based Jule Korneffel – it was the night before the nationwide
lockdown began, hence a perfect timing for me [laughs]. Galleries in London were allowed to open again
in early December for a period of 2 1/2 weeks. The first two days I had no visitors. I locked the door at 6pm
and went to Mayfair for the Friday late night gallery event to visit exhibitions at the big galleries. Most of
them had no visitors either, for example I have been on my own at a mega gallery like Zwirner! I remember
thinking that how is it possible that society doesn’t flock to galleries to see art in person after having been
locked away at home for four weeks – yet only a few meters away shopping districts like Regent’s Street or
Oxford Street were packed.
October 2022
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Daniel Graham Loxton
Dalmayr
2022
Oil, wax, fabric collage and
acrylic on canvas
20x25cm
EUR 2,400
CR-DGL10

Daniel Graham Loxton
In flagrante delicto
2022
Acrylic, paper collage and pencil
on linen
23x30.5cm
EUR 2,600
CR-DGL11

Daniel Graham Loxton
Untitled (7 years)
2022
Oil, wax, acrylic house paint and
charcoal on canvas
20x25cm
EUR 2,400
CR-DGL12

Daniel Graham Loxton
Untitled (Algernon)
2022
Japanese watercolour, acrylic and
oil on newsprint mounted on linen
28x35.5cm
EUR 2,800
CR-DGL13

Daniel Graham Loxton
Untitled (Dour Actor)
2022
Oil, wax, collage, Japanese
watercolour and pencil on canvas
30.5x40.5cm
EUR 3,200
CR-DGL14

Daniel Graham Loxton
Untitled (Fabriano Cy)
2022
Oil, wax, acrylic house paint, dry
pigment, charcoal and watercolour
on paper mounted on linen
55x65cm
EUR 4,400
CR-DGL15

Daniel Graham Loxton
Untitled (Fabriano g v.2)
2022
Oil, wax, acrylic house paint, dry
pigment, charcoal and watercolour
on paper mounted on linen
55x65cm
EUR 4,400
CR-DGL16

Daniel Graham Loxton
Untitled (Hierarchy of Trees)
2022
Japanese watercolour, acrylic and oil
on newsprint mounted on linen
28x35.5cm
EUR 2,800
CR-DGL17

Daniel Graham Loxton
Pragati Narrows
2022
Oil, wax, acrylic house paint,
Japanese watercolour, plastic collage
and adhesive on canvas
20x25cm
EUR 2,400
CR-DGL18

Jens Fröberg
Still life
2021
Oil on canvas
24x30cm
EUR 2,200
CR-JF006

Jens Fröberg
Still life
2019-2020
Oil on canvas
35x30cm
EUR 2,200
CR-JF008

Jens Fröberg
Light on monochrome painting
2020-2021
Oil on canvas
35x25cm
EUR 2,200
CR-JF009

Jens Fröberg
Still life
2020-2022
Oil on canvas
35x21cm
EUR 2,200
CR-JF11

Jens Fröberg
Still life
2022
Oil on canvas
25x25cm
EUR 2,200
CR-JF12

Jens Fröberg
Setting a Good Corner
2021-2022
Oil on canvas
40x20cm
EUR 2,200
CR-JF13

Matthew Peers
Untitled
2022
Sandcast aluminium, BN6 RT,
graphite and paint
18 x32x16.5cm
EUR 4,000
CR-MP001

Matthew Peers
Untitled
2022
Sandcast aluminium, BN6 RT,
graphite and paint
25x43.5x10cm
EUR 4,000
CR-MP002

Matthew Peers
Untitled
2022
Sand cast aluminium, BN6 9RT, paint
26x38x27cm
EUR 4,000
CR-MP003

Matthew Peers
Untitled (side view)
2022
Sand cast aluminium, BN6 9RT, paint
26x38x27cm
EUR 4,000
CR-MP003

Matthew Peers
Curves
2022
Sand cast aluminium, BN6 9RT,
gifted dried flowers, steel
22x85x22cm
EUR 4,200
CR-MP004

Installation view of ‘Seeds, Voids, and Tailored Cloth’

1)
Matthew Peers
Untitled
2022
Sandcast aluminium, BN6 RT, graphite and
paint
18x32x16.5cm
EUR 4,000
CR-MP001
2)
Matthew Peers
Untitled
2022
Sandcast aluminium, BN6 RT, graphite and
paint
25x43.5x10cm
EUR 4,000
CR-MP002
3)
Matthew Peers
Untitled
2022
Sand cast aluminium, BN6 9RT, paint
26x38x27cm
EUR 4,000
CR-MP003
4)
Matthew Peers
Curves
2022
Sand cast aluminium, BN6 9RT, gifted dried
flowers, steel
22x85x22cm
EUR 4,200
CR-MP004

Installation view of ‘Seeds, Voids, and Tailored Cloth’

5)
Jens Fröberg
Still life
2021
Oil on canvas
24x30cm
EUR 2,200
CR-JF006

6)
Jens Fröberg
Still life
2019-2020
Oil on canvas
35x30cm
EUR 2,200
CR-JF008
7)
Jens Fröberg
Light on monochrome painting
2020-2021
Oil on canvas
35x25cm
EUR 2,200
CR-JF009
8)
Jens Fröberg
Still life
2020-2022
Oil on canvas
35x21cm
EUR 2,200
CR-JF11
9)
Jens Fröberg
Still life
2022
Oil on canvas
25x25cm
EUR 2,200
CR-JF12
10)
Jens Fröberg
Setting a Good Corner
2021-2022
Oil on canvas
40x20cm
EUR 2,200
CR-JF13
Installation view of ‘Seeds, Voids, and Tailored Cloth’

11)
Daniel Graham Loxton
Dalmayr
2022
Oil, wax, fabric collage and acrylic on canvas
20x25cm
EUR 2,400
CR-DGL10
12)
Daniel Graham Loxton
In flagrante delicto
2022
Acrylic, paper collage and pencil on linen
23x30.5cm
EUR 2,600
CR-DGL11
13)
Daniel Graham Loxton
Untitled (7 years)
2022
Oil, wax, acrylic house paint and charcoal on
canvas
20x25cm
EUR 2,400
CR-DGL12
14)
Daniel Graham Loxton
Untitled (Algernon)
2022
Japanese watercolour, acrylic and oil on
newsprint mounted on linen
28x35.5cm
EUR 2,800
CR-DGL13

Installation view of ‘Seeds, Voids, and Tailored Cloth’

15)
Daniel Graham Loxton
Untitled (Dour Actor)
2022
Oil, wax, collage, Japanese watercolour and
pencil on canvas
30.5x40.5cm
EUR 3,200
CR-DGL14

16)
Daniel Graham Loxton
Untitled (Fabriano Cy)
2022
Oil, wax, acrylic house paint, dry pigment,
charcoal and watercolour on paper mounted on
linen
55x65cm
EUR 4,400
CR-DGL15
17)
Daniel Graham Loxton
Untitled (Fabriano g v.2)
2022
Oil, wax, acrylic house paint, dry pigment,
charcoal and watercolour on paper mounted on
linen
55x65cm
EUR 4,400
CR-DGL16
18)
Daniel Graham Loxton
Untitled (Hierarchy of Trees)
2022
Japanese watercolour, acrylic and oil on
newsprint mounted on linen
28x35.5cm
EUR 2,800
CR-DGL17
19)
Daniel Graham Loxton
Pragati Narrows
2022
Oil, wax, acrylic house paint, Japanese
watercolour, plastic collage and adhesive on
canvas
20x25cm
EUR 2,400
CR-DGL18

Installation view of ‘Seeds, Voids, and Tailored Cloth’

Daniel Graham Loxton
Born 1987 in Montclair, NJ, USA
Lives and works in Cold Spring, New York, USA
Education
2005-2009

BFA in Film & Video, School of Visual Arts, New York City, USA

Solo or duo exhibitions
2022 		
‘Shallow History’, Louis Reed, New York, NY, USA (solo)
		
‘On Painting’, two-person exhibition with Lumin Wakoa, Abattoir Gallery,
		
Cleveland, OH, USA
2021		
‘The Patron Saint of Turning’ , Projektraum London, London, UK (solo)
		
‘Pillow for Dürer’, Jir Sandel, Copenhagen, Denmark (solo)
2020		
‘Dan in Real Life’, Karpeles Museum, Newburgh, NY, USA (solo)
		
‘The Well-Tempered Clavier’, two-person show with Andy Heck Boyd, Uffizi,
		
Cold Spring, NY, USA
2019
‘New Paintings’, Rose Burlingham Projects, New York City, USA (solo)
		
‘Daniel Graham Loxton’, 44Main, Cold Spring, NY, USA (solo)
2012		
‘Daniel Loxton: New Work’, Rose Burlingham Projects, New York City, USA
		(solo)
Group exhibitions
2022		
‘Seeds, Voids, and Tailored Cloth’, Claas Reiss, hosted by Conceptual Fine
		
Arts (CFA) in Milan, Italy
		
‘A Minor Constellation’, Chris Sharp Gallery, Los Angeles, CA, USA
2021		
‘Les yeux fermés’, Allison Blumenthal & Camila Oliveira Fairclough studios,
		Paris, France
		
Sense of Place, AS&R, Clinton Corners, NY ,USA 2021		
		
‘Family Business’, JDJ Projects, New York City, USA
		
‘Selected works’, 57W57 Arts, New York City, USA
2020		
‘The First Show’, Coo Coo Barn, Hudson, NY, USA
		
‘GIFC New York’, The Hole, New York City, USA
		
‘Daniel Loxton’, _M_e_z_z_o_, New York City, USA
		
‘Behind the Times’, Chapter 5, curated by Alyssa Davis Gallery and Abby		
		
Lloyd, New York City, USA
2018		
‘Paintings I’d Die For’, Wild Embeddings, Brooklyn, NY, USA
		
‘Geome Ants’, HiLo Gallery, Catskill, NY, USA

2016		
		
		
2015		
2014 		
		
2013 		
		
		
2012 		

‘Tenderloins of Mercy ll’, Janine Iversen Studio, Kingston, NY, USA
Chasing the Rose, Lindsey Brown and Rose Burlingham present, Clinton 		
Corners, NY, USA
‘C+C Mini Factory’, Cloud City, Brooklyn, NY, USA
Virility - O bj (etc...)s of (A ff etc...) ion ), Gordillo Scudder, Brooklyn, NY, USA
‘The New Green’, Rose Burlingham Projects, New York City, USA
Universal Leader, audio/visual collaboration feat. The Early, Elinor Bunin 		
Munroe Film Center at Lincoln Center, New York City, USA
‘And here we are’, Westway, New York, USA
‘Daniel Loxton: New Work’, Rose Burlingham Projects, New York, USA (Solo)

Curatorial
2021 		
		
		
2019 		
2016 		
2012 		
2011 		

Presha/Etting, two-person show ft. Corey Presha and Chad Etting, Tourist,
White River Junction, VT , USA
UNREAL, group show, Tourist, White River Junction, VT, USA
Daniel Giordano, Raw Dog Denim Dick-Dialed Me, Uffizi, Cold Spring, NY, USA
Tenderloins of Mercy ll, Janine Iversen Studio, Kingston, NY, USA
Things in a Room, Terminal Projects, Brooklyn, NY, USA
Palazzo Harlem, New York, NY, USA

Performance
2022 		

The Pantheon, outdoor site-specific performance at Freddy, Harris, NY, USA

Reviews & press
2022 		
		
		
		
		
2021 		
		
		

A Minor Constellation, group show on ArtViewer - here
Pick of the Week: A Minor Constellation, Lauren Guilford, Artillery - here
Shallow History, solo show at Louis Reed on Contemporary Art Library - here
Three Emerging Favourites at Art Brussels 2022 by Conceptual Fine Arts - here
The Patron Saint of Turning, solo show at Projektraum London on CAL - here
‘Old World Meets New’, Alison Rooney, Hudson Highlands Current - here
Family Business, group show at JDJ Projects on Contemporary Art Daily - here
Pillow for Dürer on Contemporary Art Daily - here

2020 		
Solo Show, Chapter 5, Behind the Times curated by Alyssa Davis and Abby Loyd
		https://tzvetnik.online/article/solo-show-chapter-5-behind-the-times
		https://www.journal.fyi/behind-the-times-soloshow-chaper

		
		
		
2017 		
2012 		

Dan in Real Life on Art Lovers New York
Art Lovers New York - Dan Loxton caught the virus Zeitgeist - here
Art Lovers New York - Dan in reallife Karpeles Museum Newburgh - here
Artist Profile in Asbury Park Press by Billy Anania - here
Things in a Room in Maison Kitsuné - here

Publications
2022 		
		
2021 		
		

The Importance of Being Loxton, artist’s book published by Jir Sandel,
Copenhagen, Denmark, Text by Chris Sharp. Edition of 300.
Included in Painting on Porch, artist’s book published by 57W57 Arts, New York,
NY, USA, Edition of 100.

Collections
Private collections in the US, UK, Germany and Denmark.

Jens Fröberg
Born 1983 in Malmö, Sweden
Lives and works in Vienna and Malmö
Residencies

Education
2012 – 2017
2005 – 2009

Akademie der bildenden Künste Vienna, Austria
Valand Konsthögskola Göteborg, Sweden

Exhibitions
2023 		
Werkhalle Wiesenburg (forthcoming), duo with Nicklas Randau,
		Berlin, Germany
2022 		
Seeds, Voids, and Tailored Cloth, Claas Reiss, hosted by Conceptual Fine Arts
		
(CFA) in Milan, Italy
		
Quattro Stazioni, Size Matters,Vienna, Austria
		
Wien Museum / Musa Startgalerie, Vienna, Austria (solo)
2021 		
A Swedish Smorgasboard, curated by Ebba de Faire, Stockholm, Sweden
		
Alte Freunde, neue Freunde, Claas Reiss, London, UK
		
Rough Continuity, Simian, Copenhagen, Denmark (duo with Lazar Lyutakov)
		
Konstnärshuset, Stockholm, Sweden (solo)
2019 		
Galleri Rostrum, Malmö, Sweden (solo)
		
Ahlbergshallen, Östersund, Sweden (solo)
2018 		
Emily Harvey Foundation, New York, US
		
Galerie im Schloss, Spittal an der Frau, Austria
2017 		
Lakeside Views, Alte Post, Vienna, Austria
		
Still Life, Xhibit, Austria
		
Ciao Ragazzi, Vienna, Austria
2016 		
Studium p, Vilnius, Lithuania
		
Galerie Überall, Vienna, Austria
2015		
Dream Safari, Falun, Sweden
		
A likeness has blisters, it has that and teeth, Semperdepot, Vienna, Austria
		
Grants
2022 		
2020 		
2019		
2018 		
2017 		
2016

1 yr working grant, The Swedish Arts Grants Committee
Helge Ax:son Johnsons stiftelse
Eva och Hugo Bergmans Minnesfond
Ester Lindhahl
Akademiefreundepreis
E. Bergs, Konstakademien

2017 		
2015 		
		

SoArt, Millstättersee
SoArt, Millstättersee
Dream Safari, Falun

Collections
The city of Stockholm
The city of Vienna
Graphic Collection Akademie der bildenden Künste Wien

Matthew Peers
Born 1991 in Manchester
Lives and works in London
Awards, Grants and Residencies

Education
2018-2021
2010-2014

Royal Academy Schools, London, UK
BFA, Fine Arts, Slade School of Fine Art, London, UK

Gilbert Bayes Charity Sculpture Award
Patricia Turner Award

Solo and duo exhibitions

Public Collections

2022 		
Arches - Pipes - Sculpture, RA Schools Show 2022, Royal Academy of Arts,
		London, UK
		
Holes, with Christopher Peterson, Hotel Michele, Margate, UK
2021 		
Matthew Peers, Max Ruf, Lady Helen, Berlin, Germany
		
Heroes with Aimée Parrot and a historical woodblock print by Kunichika, 		
		
Springseason with support from Toshidama gallery, London, UK
		
FIELDS with Karolina Bielawska, Galeria Wschód, Warsaw, Poland
2019 		
Ground, Urbanek, London, UK
2018 		
KARST, Recent Activity, Birmingham, UK
		
Rough-Cast, SpazioA, Pistoia, Italy
		
Be-ThenChinge, GAO, London, UK

Work is held in private collections in Italy and UK and the Royal Academy of Arts collection
(London,UK)

Group exhibitions
2022 		
Group show, Rob Tufnell, Venice, Italy
		
Seeds, Voids, and Tailored Cloth, Claas Reiss (hosted by Conceptual Fine 		
		
Arts), Milan, Italy
2021 		
Companions, Union Pacific, London, UK
2020 		
Octopus, Ginny on Frederick, London, UK
2017 		
Let’s See Where Were We, In The Pit of Despair, De Ateliers, Amsterdam, 		
		Netherlands
		
That Continuous Thing, Artists and the Ceramic Studio, 1920 - Today, Tate St.
		
Ives, St. Ives, UK
2015 		
Potteries Thinkbelt, Rob Tufnell, London, UK

CLAAS REISS

CLAAS REISS

Hosted by Conceptual Fine Arts (CFA), via Rossini 3, 20121 Milan, Italy

96 Robert Street, London NW1 3QP
+44 7769 566 922
info@claasreiss.com
@claasreiss
@projektraumlondon

